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ABSTRACT
Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) consist of different
molecular interactions that closely work together to
establish proper gene expression in time and space.
Especially in higher eukaryotes, many questions re-
main on how these interactions collectively coordi-
nate gene regulation. We study high quality GRNs
consisting of undirected protein–protein, genetic
and homologous interactions, and directed protein–
DNA, regulatory and miRNA–mRNA interactions in
the worm Caenorhabditis elegans and the plant Ara-
bidopsis thaliana. Our data-integration framework in-
tegrates interactions in composite network motifs,
clusters these in biologically relevant, higher-order
topological network motif modules, overlays these
with gene expression profiles and discovers novel
connections between modules and regulators. Simi-
lar modules exist in the integrated GRNs of worm and
plant. We show how experimental or computational
methodologies underlying a certain data type impact
network topology. Through phylogenetic decompo-
sition, we found that proteins of worm and plant tend
to functionally interact with proteins of a similar age,
while at the regulatory level TFs favor same age, but
also older target genes. Despite some influence of
the duplication mode difference, we also observe at
the motif and module level for both species a pref-
erence for age homogeneity for undirected and age
heterogeneity for directed interactions. This leads to
a model where novel genes are added together to
the GRNs in a specific biological functional context,
regulated by one or more TFs that also target older
genes in the GRNs. Overall, we detected topological,
functional and evolutionary properties of GRNs that
are potentially universal in all species.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotic organisms, differential gene expression is
a tightly controlled process that governs developmental,
physiological and disease processes. At the level of tran-
scription, specific transcription factors (TFs) bind DNA in
order to activate or repress the expression of a gene. MiR-
NAs repress gene expression post-transcriptionally by inter-
acting with complementary sequences located in the 3′UTR
of their target mRNAs. Many molecular interactions, in
which TFs and miRNAs are key players, closely work to-
gether in order to establish proper gene expression in space
and time (1,2). In addition to binding DNA at specific
regulatory sites in the genome, several TFs influence tran-
scription through protein–protein interactions, either be-
cause they bindDNA as homo- or heterodimers, or because
they require interaction with cofactors, chromatin modify-
ing factors or the basal transcription machinery (3). In ad-
dition to these direct physical interactions, other molecular
interactions have an indirect impact on gene regulation. Ge-
netic interactions, in which two mutations have a combined
phenotypic effect not exhibited by eithermutation alone, re-
veal functional linkages in gene regulatory circuits (4). To-
gether with paralogous interactions, which occur frequently
between TFs and miRNAs, since duplication events signif-
icantly contributed to their evolutionary expansion (5,6),
they can also pinpoint redundancy in gene regulation. Reg-
ulatory interactions between TFs and target genes are iden-
tified by expression profiling in organisms with perturbed
TFs and describe both direct and indirect influences of these
TFs on gene expression.
While we understand the biological consequences of sin-
gle data types, we are just beginning to explore how dif-
ferent interaction types together influence gene regulation.
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For example, coexpressed genes and genes encoding in-
teracting proteins tend to be regulated by common TFs
(7,8). Synthetic genetic interactions are more likely to oc-
cur between homologous genes, although large gene fami-
lies complicate the identification of digenic interactions (9).
Genes encoding TFs that control miRNA expression have
a higher chance to be post-transcriptionally repressed by
the miRNA (10). Furthermore, genes coregulated by miR-
NAs are less functionally linked than genes coregulated by
TFs (11). Therefore, different types of molecular interac-
tions provide complementary insights into gene regulation
and cell function, expressing the need for data integration
(12).
Gene regulation can be studied in gene regulatory net-
works (GRNs), which map the interactions between TFs
and their target genes at a systems level (13). Taking into
account different types of molecular interactions that spec-
ify regulatory inputs, generates integrated GRNs. Network
motifs, which are defined as patterns of interconnections
occurring significantly more often than in randomized net-
works, have been regarded as the basic building blocks of
complex networks (14). More specifically, the feed forward
loop (FFL), which with positive regulations acts as a signal
persistence detector, is the most prominent motif in GRNs
of Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (15–17),
and also in higher eukaryotes like human (18,19). Similarly,
integrated GRNs can be characterized by composite net-
work motifs, which are subgraphs of which the edges can
represent different interaction types, e.g. TF complexes reg-
ulating a common target gene and the transcriptional coreg-
ulation of interacting proteins (20); miRNA-TF feedback
loop and miRNA-mediated FFL (10,21–23); TF-regulated
kinate (kinase + substrate) motifs and interacting kinates
motifs (24); and CoRePPI motifs considering coregulation
of protein–protein interactions by TFs and miRNAs (25).
Hence, studying composite network motifs in integrated
GRNs has already revealed novel topological structures
with biological implications that cannot be deduced from
single interaction type networks.
The relation between motif type and biological function
has been debated (26–28). Detailed information about a
motif ’s signal integration logic, i.e. binding site affinities
and molecular interactions of the regulatory TFs, is nec-
essary for a complete understanding of the motif ’s func-
tion. In addition, not only network motifs, but the higher
topological patterns into which they cluster, determine bi-
ological function. In GRNs of E. coli and S. cerevisiae,
networks motifs such as the FFL aggregate into homoge-
neous motif clusters, mostly multi-output FFL generaliza-
tions, that largely overlap with known biological functions
(29,30). Also, in integrated GRNs of S. cerevisiae, compos-
ite network motifs cluster together in recurring intercon-
necting patterns that could be tied to specific biological phe-
nomena such as for instance in the regulonic complex theme
wherein a TF regulates multiple members of a protein com-
plex, both TF and protein complex tend to be involved in
the same biological process and complexes of related func-
tion are often connected to the same TF (28,31,32). A single
composite network motif can aggregate into topologically
distinct motif clusters e.g. a motif composed of a transcrip-
tion regulatory interaction where regulator and target both
physically interact with the same protein, can cluster either
into a ‘regulonic star’, where multiple targets of a TF inter-
act with the same feedback mediator, or a ‘regulatory in-
teracting double-star’, consisting of a regulator–target pair
that share a common set of partners in the protein inter-
action network, which usually belong to a regulatory pro-
tein complex (32). Diverse complex networks exhibit rich
higher-order organizational structures that are exposed by
clustering based on higher-order connectivity patterns and
hence provide biological contextualization (33).
The current GRNs are the result of evolution during
millions of years. Interaction rewiring and integration of
novel genes is an important step in this process. Novel
genes originate through partial or full duplication of ex-
isting genes followed by divergence, incorporation of mo-
bile elements, gene fission and fusion, and de novo gene
creation from non-coding sequence (34). Through phylo-
genetic analysis, the age of genes can be assigned based
on the oldest common species with an ortholog (35). Stud-
ies focusing only on protein–protein interaction and coex-
pression networks in different eukaryotic species revealed
that the majority of young genes are incorporated in the
periphery and slowly acquire more interactions and func-
tions (36–39). Novel genes gain interactions and functions
faster than duplicated genes (40). In addition, genes tend
to interact more with proteins of the same age in protein–
protein interaction networks of yeast (40,41) and human
(36) and in coexpression networks of A. thaliana (39). In
yeast it has been shown that proteins with the same age
tend to clusters into motifs, while proteins from different
age groups tend to avoid motif formation (41). Based on the
observations in yeast protein–protein interaction networks,
modeling approaches have tried to mimic network evolu-
tion (42,43). The best results were obtained with the net-
work motif model where network motifs or protein clusters
instead of single proteins are incorporated into pre-existing
networks over evolutionary time (43). Overall, studies on
GRNevolution havemainly been limited to protein–protein
interaction networks in unicellular organisms.
In eukaryote organisms, the main sources of duplicates
are small-scale duplication (SSD) and whole-genome du-
plication (WGD). In C. elegans there is a high rate of SSD,
mostly single gene duplications. These SSDs are frequently
partial or do not have all regulatory sequences from their
original sequences (44). In plants, next to SSD, there are
also WGDs. These can either be the result of interspecific
or intraspecific hybridizations which lead to multiple ge-
nomic copies (polyploidy). WGDs are very abundant and
an important source of duplicates in a wide range of plant
species (45). In A. thaliana, there are four or five ancient
WGD events described (46,47), two of which are located be-
tween the Brassicales and the Brassicaceae age groups, one
between the flowering plants and the split between eudicots
and monocots, and one or two between the origin of seed
and flowering plants. After duplication, most of the dupli-
cates get lost (48). However, many WGD-duplicates evolve
slower than SSD-duplicates in terms of divergences of se-
quence (49), expression (50), protein interaction partners
(51) and regulatory connections (52).
Here, we developed a data-integration framework start-
ing from different types of interaction networks, over com-
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posite network motifs, to network motif modules, which
could be dynamically investigated through integration of
expression profiles and topologically interpreted in a ‘super-
view’ analysis (Overview pipeline in Figure 1). We studied
two model organisms that are different from a structural,
physiological and evolutionary point of view, i.e. the multi-
cellular wormC. elegans and the flowering plantA. thaliana,
for which many data are available. We learned that differ-
ent molecular interactions interrelate in biologically rele-
vant network motif modules to generate a coordinated re-
sponse in gene regulation. Our approach enabled us to show
the advantages and pitfalls of data integration of multiple
data types and different experimental methodologies on the
motif andmotif networkmodule level. Next, the genes were
classified into evolutionary age groups by phylogenetic de-
composition. Using these groups, we investigated how novel
genes are incorporated in these networks. We also found
that worm and plant proteins prefer to interact with pro-
teins of a similar age. For protein–DNA interactions on the
other hand, we found in both species that regulatory TFs
favored to bind to older or of similar age target genes. In
network motifs, undirected interactions preferentially took
place between age homogeneous proteins, while directed in-
teractions were inclined to be age heterogeneous. These pre-
ferred age patterns in the motifs were favorably incorpo-
rated in the network motif modules. Modules were mostly
composed out of genes from the evolutionary age groups
containing the most genes i.e. Eukaryota, Eumetazoa and
Caenorhabditis in worm, and Green and Land plants in
plant. Hence, especially in A. thaliana, younger genes were
more inclined to attach to modules mostly composed out of
older genes instead of forming modules on their own.Mod-
ules with directed interactions were only age homogeneous
in the oldest evolutionary age groups or there were none.
This leads to a model where novel genes are added together
to the GRNs in a specific biological functional context, reg-
ulated by one ormore TFs that also target older genes in the
GRNs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Source of interaction data
An overview of the molecular interaction data of the inte-
grated GRNs can be found in Table 1. For C. elegans, the
undirected molecular interaction data were compiled from
the following resources: 9739 protein–protein interactions
(P) from Wormbase WS234 (53), Worm Interactome ver-
sion 8 (54), BioGRID 3.2.97 (55) and literature (56–60);
3830 genetic interactions (G) from Wormbase WS234 (53),
BioGRID 3.2.97 (55) and selected publications (61–64);
6502 homologous interactions (H), which consisted on the
one hand of 6348 paralogous protein-coding genes deter-
mined by an all-against-all BLASTP of the C. elegans pro-
teome WS220 (E-value < 1e-25, percent alignment ≥ 60%)
and on the other hand of 154 paralogous miRNAs with
identical seed sequence identified through BLASTN. For
the regulators in the directed molecular interactions, TFs
were defined as in WormBook (65), while miRNAs were re-
trieved frommiRBase (66). The 13 747 protein–DNA bind-
ing interactions (D) consist of two types of experimental
data, Y1H and ChIP. The Y1H dataset contains both large
Figure 1. The data integration framework to study integrated GRNs. In
the first step, molecular interaction data were gathered from multiple
sources: protein–protein (P), genetic (G), homologous (H), protein–DNA
(D), regulatory (R) and miRNA–mRNA interactions. In the motif step,
all possible two-node and three-node motifs were searched with ISMA,
the Index-based Subgraph Matching Algorithm that conducts a fast and
efficient motif search through carefully selecting the order in which the
nodes of a query motif are investigated. We grouped the motifs in eight
categories (complex motif (COM), feed forward loop (FFL), co-pointing
motif (COP), co-regulated motif (COR), circular feedback motif (CIR),
feedback undirected motif (FBU), feedback 2 undirected motif (FB2U)
and two-node feedback motif (2FB)) and named them ABC according to
the interactions A between node 1 and 2, B between node 1 and 3 and
C between node 2 and 3. For directed edges, if the direction is reversed
e.g. interaction A between node 2 and node 1, a small case letter is used
e.g. motif aBC. In the module step, motifs were clustered with SCHype,
which is a spectral hyper-edge clustering algorithm maximizing the hyper-
edge (i.e. motif) to node ratio. In the dynamic module step, for each mod-
ule, coexpression was evaluated by the average Pearson Correlation Coeffi-
cient (nPCC) and for Arabidopsis thaliana dynamicity was assessed by the
Expression Correlation Differential Score (ECD). In the superview step,
modules were integrated with other modules and regulating TFs and mi-
croRNAs. This integration was based on statistical enrichment by com-
paring the observed versus expected interactions through comparison with
random modules of the same sizes (‘Materials and Methods’ section).
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and small scale datasets (10,60,67–74). The ChIP dataset
was taken from modENCODE, where TF-protein-coding
target gene interactions predicted from ChIP-seq data by
the TIP algorithm were used with a quality score of 1 (75).
The 3948 regulatory interactions (R) comprise genes with
a 2-fold log2 change in gene expression upon knock-out
or knock-down of the regulator (58,76–83), supplemented
with regulation associated interactions from the text-mining
database EVEX (84). The 6177 miRNA–mRNA interac-
tions (M) entail experimental confirmed interactions from
miRTarBase (49%) (85) and PicTar predictions conserved
in five species (51%) (86,87). Gene identifiers of all protein-
coding genes and miRNAs were converted to Wormbase
WS245 using WormBase Converter (88) and a Perl script,
only keeping the genes (and their interactions) with un-
changed WS identifier or that merged/split to a new WS
identifier. At last, the worm integrated GRNs contained
43 943 interactions between 845 TFs (92% of all TFs), 172
miRNAs (67% of all miRNAs) and 12 095 protein-coding
genes (67% of all protein-coding genes (89)).
For A. thaliana, the undirected molecular interaction
data were collected from the following resources: 52 613
protein–protein interactions (P) from CORNET 3.0 (ex-
perimentally validated interactions only) (90), BioGRID
3.2.97 (55), MIND (high confidence) (91) and the Ara-
bidopsis Interactome (51); and 5254 homologous interac-
tions (H), which consisted on the one hand of 5226 paral-
ogous protein-coding genes established from phylogenetic
tree-based gene families (48) and on the other hand of 28
paralogous miRNAs with identical seed sequence identi-
fied through BLASTN. For the regulators in the directed
molecular interactions, TFs were named by PlantTFDB
3.0 (92), while miRNAs were found in miRBase (66). The
29690 protein–DNA and transcription regulatory interac-
tions (D) include ChIP data from a meta-analysis of pub-
licly available data (93) and a high confidence reference
set that combines ChIP binding and expression upon TF
perturbation (94), Y1H data from literature (95) (96,97),
protein–DNA binding and/or transcription regulatory in-
teractions from AtRegNet (98) and differential expression
analysis upon TF perturbation (94). For Arabidopsis, both
protein–DNAbinding and transcription regulatory interac-
tions are combined in D, since AtRegNet does not specify
the type of molecular interaction or experimental method
and several interactions from AtRegNet and literature in-
volve both DNA binding and differential expression upon
TF perturbation. The 2122 miRNA-RNA interactions (M)
contain experimental confirmed interactions from miRTar-
Base (5%) (85) and psRNATarget predictions using stan-
dard parameters on the TAIR 10 transcripts (95%) (99).
In all Arabidopsis interactions, only protein coding genes
and miRNAs with a TAIR 10 gene identifier were kept. In-
teractions involving mitochondrial and chloroplast genes
were removed. As symbolic gene names, we used the pri-
mary symbol name from TAIR. At last, the plant inte-
grated GRNs encompassed 89 679 interactions between
1519 TFs (88% of all TFs), 174 miRNAs (41% of all miR-
NAs) and 19001 protein-coding genes (69% of all protein-
coding genes) (100). Self-interactions were removed in all
the networks.
Topology of the networks
The topology of the networks was analyzed in R using the
igraph package (101).
Network motif detection and enrichment
Three-node motifs were detected by ISMA (Index-based
Subgraph Matching Algorithm) (102). Two-node motifs
were detected by a Perl script (https://gitlab.psb.ugent.be/
jofoo/NetworkMotifModules.git). To calculate motif en-
richment, 1000 random networks with the same degree dis-
tributions as the real networks for each interaction type
were constructed through an edge swapping algorithm in
the Matlab Motif Clustering Toolbox (32). The enrichment
of each detected motif compared to random networks was
calculated using theZ-score Z = N−μ
σ
and derivedP-value
(significance cut-off 0.05), in which N is the number of mo-
tifs in the real networks, μ the average and  the standard
deviation of the number of motifs in the random networks.
The complete search for all possible motifs in the real net-
works with ISMA took 3 min and 52 s on a single Linux
computing node and used at maximum 250 Mb of mem-
ory. The ISMA running time per motif was between 19 and
506 ms, depending on the motif. For motif detection in the
1000 random networks, ISMA was run in parallel and gave
a similar performance.
Network motif clustering
Networkmotif clustering was performed by the unweighted
and undirected hypergraph-based spectral clustering algo-
rithm SCHype using default settings (P= 1) (103). The dif-
ferent three-node motifs were clustered into seven different
types. Next to these groups, all motifs were clustered to-
gether and separately. We filtered out modules smaller than
five nodes and bigger than 100 nodes, and modules consist-
ing only of homologs, because they are less informative or
not interpretable.
Functional analysis of the integrated networks
All modules where visualized together with functional data
in Cytoscape. For each module, GO Biological Process en-
richment values (P < 0.05) were calculated by the BINGO
2.44 Cytoscape plugin using the Benjamini–Hochberg mul-
tiple testing correction (104).We used the coreGOontology
release 9 January 2015 together with gene annotations files
for A. thaliana GOC: 1 August 2016 and C. elegans GOC:
17 July 2016.
Integration of expression profile data
For the C. elegans microarray data, we derived expression
ratios for embryonic development by dividing the expres-
sion matrix by the overall average (105) and for embryonic
and post-embryonic development by dividing tissue-specific
expression by its whole animal reference set at a specific
developmental stage (106) (Supplementary Tables S7 and
8). The Arabidopsis abiotic stress-dedicated microarray
expression profiles consisted of expression ratios in 199
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Table 1. Overview of the different types of molecular interactions in the integrated GRNs of C. elegans and A. thaliana, respectively
C. elegans A. thaliana
Number of edges nodes regulators targets edges nodes regulators targets
P 9739 4287 / / 52 613 10 266 / /
G 3830 1823 / / / / / /
H 6502 4807 / / 5254 8896 / /
D 13 747 3989 603 3733 29 690 12 721 399 12 632
R 3948 3283 70 3235
M 6177 (49% E,
51% C)
1499 144 1355 2122 (5% E,
95% C)
1623 171 1452
Total 43 943 13 112 611 6486 89 679 20 694 570 13 373
P = protein–protein, G = genetic, H = homologous, D = protein–DNA, R = transcription regulatory, M = miRNA–mRNA interactions. In the case of
A. thaliana, protein–DNA and transcription regulatory interactions are combined in D, since the AtRegNet source does not specify the type of molecular
interaction or experimentalmethod i.e. protein–DNAbinding or transcription regulatory interaction and several interactions fromAtRegNet and literature
involve both DNA binding and differential expression upon TF perturbation. Regulators indicate TFs or miRNAs. All data are experimental, except for
the M data, which are a mixture of experimental (E) and computationally predicted (C) interactions.
experiment over control conditions (94) (Supplementary
Table S9). Coexpression within modules was calculated by
the average Pearson Correlation Coefficient of all the genes
in a module (nPCC) and the P-value from the Z-score
upon comparison to 1000 randommodules of the same size
picked from all clustered genes (Atha: 20 695 genes, Cele: 13
112 genes). For A. thaliana, dynamicity of the modules was
analyzed by the Expression Correlation Differential score
(ECD), which sums up the differences between the PCC
in abiotic stress and control conditions for all the edges in
the module, a measure that was originally developed for
motifs (107). Therefore, stress conditions were grouped
per abiotic stress type (Supplementary Table S9). Since
the calculation of the PCC requires multiple replicates for
a specific experimental condition, we were only able to
calculate the ECD for plant, and not for worm. The PCC
of every module gene was calculated in the environmental
stress, as well as in the control conditions. The ECD
was then calculated by the following formula: ECD =∑
all module edges abs(PCCstress/development − PCCcontrol). At
last, the significance of the ECD (P < 0.05) was analyzed
by comparing the ECD in the real module versus the ECD
of 1000 modules with the same number of genes through
permutation. The used expression compendia do not
contain any expression values for miRNAs and therefore
no ECD analysis could be performed for miRNAs.
Superview
The super view representations of the networks were created
using all modules of size 5–50 nodes. Modules sharing 50%
or more of their genes were merged under the name of the
biggest module. We counted the number of interactions go-
ing from a gene in one module to a gene in another module
for each interaction type separately. This results in the total
number of interactions between twomodules. This observed
number of interactions between modules was compared to
the number of interactions between 1000 random modules
with the same sizes as the original modules. The random
moduleswere obtained by randomly selecting genes fromall
genes present in the modules of the integrated GRNs. A Z-
score and P-value were calculated to compare the observed
versus the expected value. To assign regulators to modules
we integrated sets of regulatory interactions (D/R/M) with
the modules. For this we counted the number of genes in
a module regulated by a certain regulator. Regulators that
were already in the module were not counted.We compared
this count with the number of regulatory interactions going
to the random modules with the same size. A Z-score and
P-value were calculated to compare the observed versus the
expected value.
Visualization
All network figures where made using Cytoscape. For the
interactive web visualization, a custom version of CyNet-
Share was used (http://idekerlab.github.io/cy-net-share/). A
standalone Java tool called ModuleViewer visualized the
expression ratios together with other relevant biological
data into customized heatmaps (94).
Phylogenetic decomposition
Weapplied phylostratigraphy to derive the evolutionary ori-
gin of the genes (35). Specifically, A. thaliana gene fam-
ilies were assigned phylogenetic ages based on the old-
est lineage that still contains an ortholog of the gene
family i.e. the earliest common ancestor of the gene
family. As an example, if a gene family contains four
genes from species in the Brassicaceae lineage and one
gene from Physcomitrella patens, it is classified as Land
plants/Embryophyta. Orthologous gene families were
downloaded fromPLAZA 4.0 dicots (http://bioinformatics.
psb.ugent.be/plaza/versions/plaza v4 dicots/) (108). They
are constructed out of 55 fully sequenced species with a
wide distribution over the different lineages. This resulted in
10 age groups: Green plants, Land plants, Vascular plants,
Seed plants, Flowering plants, eudicots, Rosids, Brassicales,
Brassicaceae, A. thaliana (Supplementary Figure S12). For
C. elegans genes, phylogenetic ages were assigned according
to consensus gene-age labels that are based on 13 orthology
inference algorithms (109), as well asCaenorhabditis genus-
specific and Caenorhabditis elegans species-specific gene la-
bels (110). Where both methods differed, we used the old-
est classification. This resulted in seven age groups: Cellular
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organisms, Eukaryota, Opisthokonta, Eumetazoa, Ecdyso-
zoa, Caenorhabditis and C. elegans (Supplementary Figure
S12). For both species, all genes with their phylogenetic clas-
sification are listed in Supplementary Table S20.
Interaction homogeneity and age preference
For the age homogeneity analysis, we compared the ob-
served number of interactions between the genes in same
age groups to the expected number of interactions based
on 1000 randomized networks with the same age and de-
gree distribution. Based on this comparison, a Z-score and
P-value was calculated with multiple hypothesis testing cor-
rection (Benjamini–Hochberg). For the count analysis, the
observed number of interactions between the genes in the
age groups was compared to the expected number of inter-
actions based on 1000 randomized networks with the same
age and degree distribution. Based on this comparison, aZ-
score and P-value was calculated with multiple hypothesis
testing correction (Benjamini–Hochberg).
Age pattern analysis in network motifs and modules
Each motif was assigned to one of 13 motif age types (Fig-
ure 9A). Redundancy through internal symmetry within
these types was removed by selecting only the motif where
the nodes are in decreasing age order, e.g. for COP mo-
tifs, the motif age type OYO is the same as YOO, but OYO
is chosen over YOO because there the nodes are ordered
from old to young. We calculated the motif age preference
by computing a Z-score and associated P-value with multi-
ple hypothesis testing correction (Benjamini–Hochberg) of
observed motif age patterns compared to expected by 1000
permutations, where nodes are shuffled for each of the three
node positions separately, so the age distribution per node
position is preserved. For the module age preference in each
module type, we subtracted the percentage ofmotif age type
motifs belonging to a certainmotif type from the percentage
of motif age type that was clustered in the corresponding
module type. Formula: (relative fraction of clustered mo-
tifs) − (relative fraction of motifs in total of a certain motif
age type per module type). For example, within the COM
motifs of A. thaliana, 21% is age homogeneous (SSS) while
in the clustered motifs in the module set COMc, 42% is age
homogeneous. This results in a relative difference of +21%,
which means that age homogeneous COM motifs are pref-
erentially clustered. To test significance, a hypergeometric
test was performed with multiple hypothesis testing correc-
tion (Benjamini–Hochberg).
RESULTS
High quality integratedGRNs in worm and plant feature hubs
and modularity
Given that gene regulation is influenced by different phys-
ical and functional molecular interactions, we integrated
high quality directed protein–DNA (D), regulatory (R) and
miRNA–mRNA (M) and undirected protein–protein (P),
genetic (G) and homologous (H) interactions to obtain a
holistic view on gene regulation (Figure 1 and Table 1).
Figure 2. Proportions of the different types of molecular interactions
within the integrated GRNs of Caenorhabditis elegans and Arabidopsis
thaliana: protein–protein (P), homologous (H), genetic (G), protein–DNA
(D) (and/or transcription regulatory in the case of A. thaliana), miRNA–
mRNA (M) and transcription regulatory (R) interactions. The worm in-
tegrated GRNs contained 43 943 interactions between 845 TFs (92% of
all), 172 miRNAs (67% of all) and 12 095 protein-coding genes (67% of
all). The plant integrated GRNs encompassed 89 679 interactions between
1519 TFs (88% of all), 174miRNAs (41% of all) and 19 001 protein-coding
genes (69% of all).
The data contained only experimentally validated interac-
tions, except for miRNA–mRNA interactions, where com-
putational predictions complemented experimental interac-
tions. Homologous relationships were also inferred through
computational analysis (‘Materials and Methods’ section).
The integrated GRNs of C. elegans (Cele) and A. thaliana
(Atha) contained respectively 43 943 and 89 679 molec-
ular interactions, distributed over the different molecular
interaction types as depicted in Figure 2. There is limited
overlap between the different types of interactions in both
GRNs (Supplementary Figure S1). In theA. thalianaGRN,
protein–DNA interactions and transcription regulatory in-
teractions are merged in the same D data type due to in-
distinctness in experimental origin or overlap between the
two types of interactions: at least 4236 interactions are both
physical protein–DNA and transcription regulatory inter-
actions. Like most biological networks, these networks are
scale-free and feature hubs, highly connected proteins in the
undirected networks and regulators withmany targets in the
directed networks (Supplementary Table S1 and Figure S2)
(111,112). Many medium-degree nodes have a higher clus-
tering coefficient than expected from the power-law fit (Sup-
plementary Figure S3). Hence, they differ from hierarchical
scale-free networks and exhibit an extra modularity than
the one centered on hubs (32). The overall clustering coeffi-
cients of the protein–DNA and protein–protein interaction
networks ofC. elegans are 2 to 10 times higher than those of
A. thaliana. Hence, the worm integrated GRNs are smaller
(edge to node ratio Cele 3.4 versus Atha 4.3) andmore likely
to form clusters.
Different composite network motifs form the basic building
blocks of integrated GRNs
As a first step of our data integration framework (Figure
1), we searched for possible two-node motifs using a cus-
tomized Perl script and three-node composite network mo-
tifs using ISMA (Index-based Subgraph Matching Algo-
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rithm) (102). These two- and three-node motifs are the el-
ementary building blocks of many higher-order motifs. We
detected, respectively, 40 and 14 different 2- and 3-node net-
work motifs that occurred 50 times or more in the GRNs
of worm and plant (Figure 3; Supplementary Table S2 and
Figure S4). The composite network motifs were grouped
in 8 motif types, all of which were present in both species
(Figure 3): complex motifs (COM), which represent com-
binations of all undirected interactions; co-pointing motifs
(COP), where two interacting regulators (e.g. dimers or ho-
mologs) regulate the same gene; co-regulatedmotifs (COR),
where one regulator controls two interacting genes; FFLs,
where a regulator regulates a target gene directly and in-
directly through another regulator; circular feedback mo-
tifs (CIR), where regulators act upon each other through
a feedback loop; feedback undirected motifs (FBU), where
two directed interactions in a cascade are connected by
one undirected interaction; feedback 2 undirected motifs
(FB2U), which combine two undirected interactions and
one directed interaction; and two-node feedback motifs
(2FB), which couple a directed edgewith an undirected edge
(113). The name of themotifs, e.g. RPD, determines themo-
tif: the first letter refers to the left edge from the top node,
the second letter refers to the right edge of the top node and
the third letter refers to the basal edge in the motif from left
to right. A lowercase letter indicates reversal of the directed
edge direction (Figure 3).
The higher presence of some motifs in one species as
compared to the other can be attributed to the character-
istics of the underlying data and methodologies (Figure 3
and Supplementary Figure S4). The respective fivefold and
twofold higher abundance of P and D data in plant com-
pared to worm generally resulted in higher numbers of P
and D containing motifs in plant e.g. PPP (10×), DDD
(2×), PDD (3×), DDP (4×), DDM (4×). HHH-motifs
are only found in worm, since homologs in C. elegans are
composed of direct BLAST results, while homologs in A.
thaliana are based upon gene trees of gene families (‘Ma-
terials and Methods’ section). In C. elegans, extensive yeast
one-hybrid (Y1H) and yeast two-hybrid (Y2H)mapping be-
tween TFs led to more widespread TF-TF interactions (60)
and hence higher motif counts for the motifs DdD (30×),
DmD, DD (19×) and DP (6×). The threefold higher abun-
dance of M data in worm, as well as the large fraction of
experimental data in there, compared to plant, mostly pro-
duced higher numbers of M containing motifs in worm e.g.
MMD (7×), HMM (32×),MMP (3×) andDM. The higher
numbers of MMH (8×), as well as HDD (5×) and DDH
(3×) in plant are also possibly caused by the WGD events
in A. thaliana, where upon duplication of a target gene or
TF, also a novel target gene or regulator is gained. In both
species, specific motifs largely overlap due to overlaying P
and D, intersecting P, G and H, and bidirectional D inter-
actions (Supplementary Figure S5): within COP andFB2U,
between FBU/FFL, COP/FFL, F2BU/FBU, FBU/COR,
FB2U/COR and FFL/CIR. The overlap between FFL and
CIR motifs (DDD/DdD) indicate that in FFLs contain-
ing only TFs, the final targeted TF transcriptionally feed-
backs on the top regulatory TF. A particular difference be-
tween plant andworm integratedGRNs is that homologous
plant TFs targeting the same genes tend to physically inter-
act more both through protein–protein and protein–DNA
interactions.
Typically, the presence of network motifs is evaluated by
network motif enrichment. Network motif enrichment was
calculated compared to 1000 randomized networks with
preserved degree distributions, as is usual done (‘Materials
andMethods’ section) (22). All motif types had at least one
networkmotif enriched in the GRNs (Supplementary Table
S2 and Figure S4). We found network motif enrichment to
be biased toward network topology, which is inherently con-
nected to the experimental methodology (Supplementary
Data). As a predominant example, since we integrated chro-
matin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and Y1H for D type
physical protein–DNA interactions, we observed an enrich-
ment of FFL (DDD) only in the ChIP data and not in the
Y1Hdata for both species (Figure 4 and Supplementary Ta-
ble S3). Overall, the net result is a lack of enrichment of the
FFL in the integrated GRNs of worm and plant (Figure
4 and Supplementary Figure S4). Accordingly, enrichment
of the FFL was reported in several studies with a similar
randomizationmethodology,most of them using ChIP data
or genome-wide target gene prediction based on conserved
TF binding sites for the directed edges (14,20,22,114,115).
The latter are TF-centered GRN approaches, which result
in genome-wide networks at the target gene level with low
interconnectivity and few TF hubs. Y1H, on the contrary,
is a gene-centered approach, leading to smaller networks
with a higher interconnectivity distributed over more TFs
and many target gene hubs (73). Therefore, these data are
complementary in the construction of GRNs. This differ-
ential network motif enrichment can be mainly attributed
to the randomization strategy that preserves the degree dis-
tribution, but at the same time limits the randomization in
a network topology created by Y1H (Supplementary Ta-
ble S4). In addition, we also observed that network motifs
can be created by the integration of different experimental
methodologies for a certain data type. As an example, extra
CIR motifs DdD originated from the integration of ChIP
and Y1H protein–DNA interaction data (Supplementary
Table S3). Also, preferential interaction patterns between
TF hubs in ChIP and target gene hubs in Y1H emerged
in the randomized networks upon data integration, further
disturbing the network motif enrichment (Supplementary
Table S5).
Hence, the experimental or computational methodology
that generates a certain data type can exert an impact on
the network topology, andmore specifically on networkmo-
tif enrichment. The presence of specific network motifs and
their aggregation might therefore be a better indicator of
biological functionality of a network than network motif
enrichment. Moreover, network motif aggregation is inde-
pendent of the over-representation of network motifs in the
network (32). It is clear that the incompleteness of the data
affects network topology and randomization, and this is an-
other reason to consider network motif and module pres-
ence rather than enrichment. On top of that, the integra-
tion of different data methodologies creates network motifs
that would be absent in a single data source network, further
indicating that different methodologies are complementary
for a given data type to obtain a systems view on gene reg-
ulation.
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Figure 3. Overview of the different network motif types (left) and higher order modules for each motif type clustered (right). The number of specific
motifs that were found at least 50 times in the GRNs of Caenorhabditis elegans and Arabidopsis thaliana is indicated in the motif. Specific examples of
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Figure 4. Differential FFL enrichment between ChIP and Y1H data: the
FFL motif is only enriched in the ChIP data of both Caenorhabditis el-
egans and Arabidopsis thaliana. Number of FFL motifs (DDD) in ChIP,
Y1H and the combination of ChIP and Y1H D data of C. elegans and
A. thaliana. Significant over- or under-representation as compared to 1000
randomized networks (P-value = 0.05) is indicated by green or red arrow,
respectively.
Network motifs aggregate into functional network motif
modules
Through a general data-integration framework based on
spectral clustering of hypergraphs (103), we investigated
the aggregation of motifs into higher order topological
structures in the integrated GRNs that represent biological
and/or regulatory entities (Figure 1). The clustered struc-
tures, from now on referred to as network motif modules,
can be composed of one type of motif or a combination
of different motifs. We classified the modules in 7 different
cluster types, depending on which three-node motifs were
clustered together (‘Materials and Methods’ section) (Fig-
ure 3). In addition, we also clustered all two- and three-
node motifs together. We functionally annotated the mod-
ules with GO Biological Process and investigated dynamic
modules by integrating expression profiles from respectively
a developmental and abiotic stress expression profile com-
pendium for C. elegans and A. thaliana (94,105,106) (Sup-
plementary Tables S7, S8 and S9). Here, we calculated two
measures: the average nPCC as a measure of coexpression
and, for A. thaliana, the ECD score, which highlights mod-
ules specific for a stress condition as compared to control
conditions (‘Materials and Methods’ section). The number
of different network motif modules obtained can be found
in Supplementary Table S6.
The first cluster type is the complex module (COMc), gen-
erated by clustering the COM motif type (Figure 3). Com-
plexes are built out of functionally associated genes, linked
through physical protein–protein interactions or/and func-
tional genetic or homologous interactions (cfr. protein com-
plex theme (31)). Proteins in these modules usually show
coherent coexpression patterns across conditions (Supple-
mentary Data). In addition to clusters consisting of only
one interaction type, we found clusters composed of mem-
bers of a protein complex genetically interacting with the
same set of proteins (Cele COMc 104 e.g.), since mem-
bers of a given protein complex or biological process often
have common synthetic genetic interaction partners (116).
Furthermore, we observed network motif modules consist-
ing of homologs physically interacting with the same pro-
teins. This is in agreement with the fact that gene dupli-
cates initially have the same interaction partners, before
divergence or loss. For instance, in Cele COMc 70, func-
tioning in ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolism, we ob-
served a star-like configuration of protein interaction part-
ners around the homologs cdc-48.1 and cdc-48.2. Both par-
alogs are also linked by genetic and protein–protein interac-
tions and show a similar expression pattern. Their human
homologs suppress the aggregate formation of a Hunting-
ton polyQ repeat (117) (See also Supplementary Data for
further examples).
The second cluster type is the co-regulated module
(CORc), consisting of clusters of the COR motif type and
represents COR functionally associated proteins (cfr. reg-
ulonic complex theme (31)). This cluster type adds a tran-
scriptional (e.g. Cele CORc 8) or post-transcriptional (e.g.
Atha CORc 14) regulatory layer to a complex module (Fig-
ure 3). Here, we also observed star-like configuredCORhet-
erodimers (Supplementary Data).
The third type, the co-pointing module (COPc), represents
interacting regulators that share a group of targets (cfr. COP
theme (31)). We found homologs, heterodimers and pro-
tein complexes regulating a set of genes. In the HMMmod-
ule Cele COPc 61, we observed strongly coexpressed genes
involved in axon extension. We also observed interacting
protein complexes that combine two groups of functionally
associated proteins with regulatory interactions between
them. In Atha ALLc 70, a module that combines COP,
COR and COM motifs and changes dynamically upon ox-
idative stress, the heterodimer PIF3-HY5 targets a number
of physically interacting anthocyanin biosynthetic enzymes
(Figure 3). At last, we detected homologous signaling path-
ways like in Cele COP 193 (Supplementary Data).
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
the clustering of motifs per motif type in modules is depicted on the right by a network figure and a Module Viewer figure of their expression profiles
in developmental (C. elegans) or abiotic stress conditions (A. thaliana) (‘Materials and Methods’ section). For the abiotic stress compendium Module
Viewer figure, only the top 10 conditions with most up- and downregulated expression are shown. The average Pearson Correlation Coefficient (nPCC)
and if available, the abiotic stress condition with significant Expression Correlation Differential score (ECD) are shown as measures of coexpression and
expression dynamicity of the modules, respectively.Complex motifs (COM) and modules (COMc):Cele COMc 104 (GGG/GPP/PPP/GGPmotifs) involved
in dosage compensation and sex determination and Cele COMc 70 (PPP/GPP/HPP motifs) functioning in ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolism. Co-
regulated motifs (COR) and modules (CORc): Atha CORc 14 (MMP/PPP motifs) involved in leaf and flower development (149), upregulated upon cold
stress and downregulated upon oxidative stress, and Cele CORc 8 (RPP/PPP motifs) involved in the endoplasmic reticulum unfolded protein response.
Co-pointing motifs (COP) and modules (COPc): Cele COPc 61 (HMM motifs) involved in axon extension and Atha ALLc 70 (DDP/PDD/PPP motifs)
involved in flavonoid biosynthesis, upregulated upon radiation stress and dynamic upon oxidative stress. Feed-forward motifs (FFL) and modules (FFLc):
Atha FFLc 30 (DDD motifs) involved in response to water deprivation, upregulated upon cold and salt stress and dynamic upon cold stress, and Atha
FFLc 48 (DDD/DMDmotifs) upregulated upon cold and salt stress, downregulated upon heat stress. Circular feedback motifs (CIR) and modules (CIRc):
Atha CIRc 0 (DdD/DDD/DPD/PPP/DPP motifs) involved in flower development and Cele CIRc 25 (DmD/DdD/DDD/DPP/DPD/RPD/RDD/DMM/
DDG/DDH/DDP/DMD/GHH/HMM/GMMmotifs) involved in the regulation of larval development. Feed-back 2 undirected motifs (FB2U) and modules
(FB2Uc): Cele FB2Uc 13 (DPP motifs) involved in embryonic and larval development and Cele FB2Uc 39 (RPG /RGP/GGG/GPP motifs) involved in
dauer larval development. Feed-back undirected motifs (FBU) and modules (FBUc): Atha FBUc 2 (DPD/DDD/PPP/PDD/DDP motifs) involved in the
cellular response to red or far red light and upregulated upon heat and cold stress and Atha FBUc 3 (DPD motifs) functioning in flower development.
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The fourth type, the feed forward loop module (FFLc),
consists only of regulatory links and enables universal in-
formation processing and hierarchical regulation (32). We
found the feed-forward theme, where one TF regulates an-
other one and both of them regulate a common set of target
genes (31) (e.g. Atha FFLc 30), and extensions to this theme
with more regulatory layers or combinations of transcrip-
tional and post-transcriptional regulation (e.g. Atha FFLc
48) (Figure 3).
The fifth type, the circular feedback module (CIRc),
has not been described before (31,32). Here, transcription
and/or post-transcriptional regulatory links feed back into
one another generating intrinsically clustered patterns (e.g.
Cele CIRc 25,AthaCIRc 0 –– see further) (Figure 3). Often,
P interactions between the TFs are also present, as already
indicated by the FBU/FFL/CIRmotif overlap. In addition
to FFLc, CIRc form the core of integrated GRNs and in-
tegrate signaling between regulators, often coordinating de-
velopmental transitions.
InC. elegans, we also observed intrinsically clustered pat-
terns of FFLs as well as CIR, likely due to the higher clus-
tering coefficients in the C. elegans data (Supplementary
Data).
The sixth type, the feedback 2 undirected module
(FB2Uc), is formed by clusters of protein interaction-
mediated transcriptional regulatory loops, a motif that me-
diates undirected feedback between a TF and its target,
through a common partner in the protein interaction net-
work (20). A first cluster generalization of this motif is the
regulonic star, where multiple targets of a regulator inter-
act with the same feedback protein, including the regula-
tor itself (32). In Cele FB2Uc 13 for instance, the transcrip-
tional co-activator EYA-1 functions as feedback mediator
in the development of various tissues (118). A second clus-
ter generalization is the regulatory interacting double-star,
where one or a few regulator–target pairs share a common
set of partners in the protein interaction network (32). For
example, in Cele FB2Uc 39, DAF-3 is a central protein in-
teraction partner for a number of proteins, as well as a tran-
scriptional regulator to DAF-7 and DAF-8 that both in re-
turn genetically interact with the protein interaction part-
ners of DAF-3 (Figure 3). This extreme example combines
these two types in a protein complex, where some members
transcriptionally regulate other members (e.g. Atha FB2Uc
1 (Supplementary Data), Atha CIRc 0).
The seventh type, the feedback undirected module
(FBUc), is similar to the FB2Uc, but now contains clusters
of motifs consisting of two coherent regulatory edges and
one undirected interacting edge. Here, we also detected the
regulonic star, where now the feedback protein is another
regulator that targets the first regulator. In Atha FBUc 2,
for instance, PIL5 and PIF4 target back to SEP3. Hence,
a member of a protein complex also actively regulates its
regulating TF. Due to the FBU/FFL and FBU/COR mo-
tif overlap, this module is also FFLc and CORc to some
extent. Analogously, the regulatory interacting double star
now consist of a regulator with a set of protein interaction
partners that targets another regulator that transcription-
ally regulates those protein interaction partners. In ATHA
FBUc 3, MYB33 physically interacts with all the targets of
LFY3 that is a direct target itself of MYB33 (Figure 3).
In the ALL modules, all motif types were clustered to-
gether. Here, we typically found integration of different mo-
tifs and combinations of different modules. As an example,
in a merged module, which consists of COP, COR and FFL
motifs, and functions in flower development, the homolo-
gous miRNAs miR156/157 post-transcriptionally regulate
members of the squamosa–promoter binding protein-like
(SPL) gene family (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure
S6). This miR156/157-SPL module is a regulatory hub im-
portant for the transition from vegetative phase into flow-
ering. It is closely linked with environmental signals like
temperature, salt and light (119). On top of that, SEPAL-
LATA3 (SEP3) targets both miRNAs and SPLs, creating
TF-mediated miRNA FFLs. From literature, it is known
that SEP3 is a responsive gene of SPL3 in the ambient
temperature-responsive flowering (120). Here, we observed
that SEP3 also functions as an upstream regulator by bind-
ing other SPL TFs that are upregulated upon abiotic stress.
In the partially overlapping modules of Atha ALLc 93,
ALLc 147, COMc 14, COPc 11, COPc 47 and COPc 14,
which combine COP, COR, COM and FFL motifs, a gene
family of eleven zinc finger homeodomains interact through
P and H interactions, while several of them are targeted
by the flowering regulator AGL15 and/or transcriptionally
regulate genes involved in secondary cell wall and glucosi-
nolate biosynthesis (Figure 5B). In Arabidopsis, zinc finger
homeodomains are known to homo- and heterodimerize
and play overlapping regulatory roles in floral development
(121). We found that the HB-genes in the protein cluster
COMc 14, COPc 14 and ALLc 93 are significantly coex-
pressed (Supplementary Figure S7). We also observed that
the highly similar homologs hb30/hb34 are expressed un-
der the same abiotic stress conditions and that they are dy-
namically expressed in osmotic stress conditions in roots to-
gether with zfhd1 of which the upregulation by high salin-
ity was already reported (122) (Figure 5B and Supplemen-
tary Figure S7). Furthermore, we perceived in the abiotic
stress expression compendium different expression prefer-
ences for the different zinc finger homeodomains upon os-
motic, salt, heat and cold stress: most of them are preferen-
tially expressed in root tissues, only hb23 also shows expres-
sion in shoot tissues (Figure 5B). Differential expression of
zinc finger homeodomains under abiotic stress conditions
has already been shown in Brassica rapa and Vitis vinifera
(123,124). Together this leads to the assumption that after
duplication the hb-genes have diverged to regulate devel-
opment under specific abiotic stresses. Further research on
the evolutionary diversification of these zinc finger home-
odomains in the abiotic stress response is needed to support
this hypothesis.
The advantage of our data-integration methodology,
which captures different experimental methodologies and
resources, is, for example, shown in the integrated com-
plex modules of Arabidopsis SWI/SNF chromatin remod-
eling complexes (Supplementary Figure S8) and the C. el-
egans coregulated module Cele CORc 26 (Supplementary
Figure S9). The SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling mod-
ules are formed by complexes that interact with each other
and consist of protein–protein interactions gathered by
Y2H, tandem-affinity purification (TAP), protein-fragment
complementation assay and other techniques (125–127).
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Figure 5. ALL modules formed by clustering different motif types together. Expression profiles are depicted for the 10 abiotic stress conditions with
maximal up- and downregulation. (A) Merged FFLc, COPc and CORc module from ALLc 50 largely overlapping with COPc 10 and CORc 5. Here,
the homologous miRNAs miR156/157 post-transcriptionally regulate members of the squamosa–promoter binding protein-like (SPL) gene family. Both
miRNAs and SPLs are targeted by SEP3. The functional diversification of the different spl-genes is illustrated by the mixture of different stresses in the
conditions withmaximal up- and downregulation for the abiotic stress compendium. (B) Overview of the different modules with zinc finger homeodomains:
ALLc 147, COMc 14, COPc 11, COPc 47 and COPc 14. Experiments with specific tissues, root (R) and shoot (S), are marked below the expression profile
matrix. Genes are sorted based on the gene family tree (121).
According to their experimental methodology, TAP de-
tected the SWI/SNF complex around the central adeno-
sine triphosphatases BRM or SYD (127), while Y2H iden-
tified binary interactions between the SWI/SNF subunits
and several TFs and cofactors (Supplementary Figure S8).
In C. elegans coregulated module Cele CORc 26 with data-
integration of ChIP and Y1H, Y1H has the highest incom-
ing degree, while ChIP has the highest outgoing degree in
the module, as can be expected from their experimental
methodology (Supplementary Figure S9).
Overall, we found similar network motif modules in the
integrated GRNs of C. elegans and A. thaliana, suggest-
ing these topological patterns are universal in networks
of gene regulation. A dynamic visualization of all mod-
ules can be found in http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/
supplementary data/jofoo/networks/. This interactive visu-
alization groups all modules per type with links to the ex-
pression matrices. Through the search bar it is possible to
look for genes of interest in both species. This site also of-
fers a downloadable file with all genes and interactions per
module.
A superview analysis of network motif modules
The network motif modules are part of integrated GRNs,
where they influence one another and might be active under
different conditions. We developed a method to investigate
modules in the network context, where we studied interac-
tions between the modules and regulators through statisti-
cal analysis to find enrichment for functional and regulatory
important edges (‘Materials and Methods’ section) (Figure
1). Linking the modules through homologous interactions
and/or shared genes results in groups of modules involved
in similar processes. For example, in A. thaliana we found
six alternative splicing modules connected through homol-
ogy edges and controlled by abiotic stress (Supplementary
Figure S10). In addition, we looked for TF andmiRNA reg-
ulators specifically targeting one or more modules (Supple-
mentary Figure S11). In a first example we confirmed the
regulation of the cellulose synthase complex (CSC) COMc
36 by MYB46 in A. thaliana (128) (Figure 6A).
In a second example, we illustrated that the super-
view framework is able to highlight unexplored module-
regulator connections. Here, the homeodomain TF CEH-
30, which functions in neuronal cell fate and sex-specific
apoptosis, targets a homolog group of heat shock proteins
in worm (Cele COMc 35) (Figure 6B). Finally, we also
found novel targets for known regulators. We link CBF4,
a regulator of the ABA dependent drought response (129),
and ZML2, a critical TF in the cry1-mediated photoprotec-
tive response (130), to aliphatic and indolic glucosinolate
biosynthesis in Atha COMc 48 (Figure 6C). This module
has a significant ECD in drought and salt stress.
These examples show how the network motif modules
can be integrated into a larger context beyond individ-
ual modules and how general topological patterns can en-
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Figure 6. Through the superview analysis framework, we discovered previously known (A) and unknown (B) regulators for specific modules, as well as (C)
novel edges for known regulators. (A) Cellulose synthase complexes (CSC) in COMc 36 are upregulated by MYB46. While MYB46 binds four module
genes, the other regulators bind only one gene in the module. The module consists out of the primary cell wall CSC (CESA3, CESA1 and CESA6), the
secondary cell wall CSC (CESA4, CESA7 and CESA8) andKOR1, a membrane-bound 1,4--D-glucanase (150,151). This module is tightly coexpressed in
the abiotic stress compendium and upregulated upon brassinosteroid treatment (152) and salt stress conditions. COMc 36 has a significant ECD score under
genotoxic, heat, oxidative and salt stress. In birch, overexpression mutants of MYB46 show thicker secondary cell walls and a higher tolerance to salt and
osmotic stress (153). Cellulose synthases bind microtubules, hence stabilizing cellulose synthase localization at the plasma membrane and rendering plants
less sensitive to salt stress (154). The relation between MYB46 and CSC is therefore important for the stress tolerance of crops. This example highlights
the potential of integrating regulators with network motif modules. (B) The homeodomain TF CEH-30, which functions in neuronal cell fate and sex-
specific apoptosis, was found to target a homolog group of heat shock proteins in worm. (C) CBF4 and ZML2 transcriptionally regulated the MYB/MYC
module Atha COMc 48. The TFs MYB28, MYB29 and MYB76 control aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis (155), while MYB51 and MYB34 regulate
indole glucosinolate biosynthesis (156). The JAZ-interacting TFs MYC2, MYC3 and MYC4 form together with the MYB TFs dimeric TF complexes to
regulate the different glucosinolate biosynthesis pathways (95). Glucosinolates, a class of secondary metabolites mainly found in Brassicaceae, are part
of a complex response to a variety of abiotic stresses. A decrease in aliphatic glucosinolates modifies the abundance of aquaporins and hence the water
uptake in roots, thereby increasing drought and salt tolerance (157). Only the aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis TFs are directly bound by CBF4. In our
abiotic stress compendium, we observed an upregulation of aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis (MYB26 and MYB76), indolic glucosinolate biosynthesis
(MYB51), MYC2 and also of CBF4 upon salt stress; for MYB51 and CBF4 this is mostly in roots. It has been observed that CBF4 significantly alters the
accumulation of at least five glucosinolates but the direct regulatory mechanism between CBF4 and glucosinolate synthesis has not been described (95).
Here, we showed that the drought responsive gene cbf4 is an upstream regulator of the aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis which increases the tolerance
to drought and salt stress. The function of zml2 in this context is still to be determined.
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able the study of stress related mechanisms. Through usage
of different expression compendia or additional regulatory
data, other processes can be explored as well.
Phylogenetic decomposition of the networks
Through phylogenetic decomposition of these integrated
GRNs, we investigated how novel genes are integrated in
GRNs. Therefore, genes were arranged in age groups or
phylostrata based on the oldest lineage that still contained
an ortholog (Supplementary Figure S12 and ‘Materials and
Methods’ section). This resulted in, respectively, 7 and 10
age groups for C. elegans and A. thaliana (Supplementary
Tables S10 and 11). A total of 61% of C. elegans and 99%
of A. thaliana protein-coding genes in the GRNs could
be given an age label. In the worm integrated GRNs, the
groups Eukaryota and Caenorhabditis each contain more
than 25% of all age-labeled genes, the groups Eumetazoa
and Cellular organisms each have around 15% of these
genes, while the other age groups each take 5% or less. In
the plant integrated GRNs, nearly half of all age-labeled
genes reside in the oldest age group Green plants, followed
by 27% in Land plants, 7% each in Seed and Flowering
plants and <5% in the other age groups. We restricted our-
selves to P, G, D and R interactions in the networks: 44%
and 99% of C. elegans and A. thaliana interactions respec-
tively, have associated age labels. For worm, the age groups
with most interactions were Eumetazoa (36%), Eukaryota
(30%) and Caenorhabditis (15%) (Figure 7). For Arabidop-
sis, interactions are concentrated in Green plants (46%),
Land plants (30%) and Flowering plants (10%) (Figure 7
and Supplementary Table S12). Hence, the interactions are
mainly distributed over the age groups containing the most
genes. Among these age groups are the oldest ones like Eu-
karyota in worm and Green and Land plants in plant. An-
other reason for the interaction distribution is the fact that
older genes are better studied than young genes and there-
foremore represented in the networks for both species (Sup-
plementary Tables S10 and 11, (39,40)). The average de-
gree is mostly confirming these observations (Supplemen-
tary Table S13). For worm, the highest average undirected,
incoming and outgoing degree are observed for the Eumeta-
zoa. The further away from this age group, the lower the de-
grees become. For plant, the highest average undirected de-
grees are seen in the Land and Flowering plants, although
with the exception of Rosids and A. thaliana, other age
groups have only slightly lower average undirected degrees.
Although average incoming degrees are similar for all plant
age groups, the average outgoing degree of the Flowering
plants towers.
Protein–protein interactions preferentially occur between
proteins of similar age, while for protein–DNA interactions,
regulatory TFs favor older or same-age target genes
To investigate the general interaction preference of the dif-
ferent types of molecular interactions in our integrated
GRNs, for each interaction type we analyzed whether they
preferred to interact within or between age groups. In both
species, we found that P interactions are preferentially age
homogeneous. In A. thaliana and C. elegans, respectively,
40 and 34% of the interaction partners are of the same age.
This is significantly more than expected by random (Atha
P-value = 2e-16; Cele P-value = 2e-16, Z-test, 1000 ran-
dom network permutations with preserved age and degree
distribution). The interaction partners of protein–DNA in-
teractions were less frequently of the same age, but still sig-
nificantly more than expected by random (Atha age homo-
geneous only ChIP and Y1H: 31%, P-value = 0.0034; Cele
age homogeneous D: 30% P-value= 0.036,Z-test). The full
D set of A. thaliana, which includes the regulatory interac-
tions, did not prefer to interact with genes of similar evolu-
tionary age (Atha age homogeneous 25.2%,P-value= 0.50,
Z-test), as well as the regulatory (Cele age homogeneous:
25.8%P-value= 0.36,Z-test) and genetic interactions (Cele
age homogeneous: 33.4% P-value = 0.073, Z-test) in C. el-
egans. This is understandable, since the latter interactions
are not necessarily direct interactions that might involve in-
termediate nodes in the networks.
To investigate the interaction preference in relation to
evolutionary age in the integrated GRNs, for both species
we compared the number of observed interactions within
and pairwise between the different age groups versus the
expected number of interactions based on randomized net-
works with the same age distribution as the real networks.
Due to the differences in age homogeneity for the differ-
ent interaction types (see above), we here show the results
of the physical protein–protein and protein–DNA interac-
tions, while the results of the whole set of undirected and
directed interactions can be found in the Supplementary
Data. This analysis indicated that some age groups attracted
many more interactions than expected by random. In both
C. elegans and A. thaliana protein–protein interaction net-
works, we observed an interaction age preference toward the
own age group or to the next age groups i.e. the highest Z-
scores are found on or near the main diagonal of the age
group matrix (Figure 8). These results are confirmed for the
undirected networks data (Supplementary Figure S13) and
through the calculation of the interaction density (Supple-
mentary Data). Hence, proteins prefer to functionally inter-
act with proteins of similar evolutionary age. Since the over-
lap between the homologous interactions and the other type
of interactions is small (Supplementary Figure S1), we can
exclude that the interaction preference of genes in the same
age group originates from interactions between homologs.
Considering the protein–DNA interaction networks in
worm, we noted strong preferences of Ecdysozoan TFs
for target genes from Cellular Organisms and Eukary-
ota, of Eukaryotic TFs for Eukaryotic target genes and of
Caenorhabditis TFs for Eumetazoan target genes (Figure
8). For plant physical protein–DNA data, regulatory TFs
from Eudicots or older age groups preferred to bind tar-
get genes from the Green or Land plants (Figure 8). We
found similar results for the directed networks (Supplemen-
tary Figure S13) and through the interaction density analy-
sis (Supplementary Data). Hence, for the protein–DNA in-
teraction networks in worm and plant, the highest Z-scores
are found on or above the main diagonal in the age group
regulatory TF-target genematrix, indicating that regulatory
TFs tend to bind target genes of similar or older evolution-
ary age.
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Figure 7. Total number of directed and undirected interactions between age groups of Arabidopsis thaliana (left) and Caenorhabditis elegans (right). The
nodes are scaled according to the number of genes in the age group and colored according to age (darker = older). Red edges are within the age groups,
blue edges are between the age groups. The thickness of the edge is scaled to the number of interactions (full list in Supplementary Table S12).
Figure 8. Interaction age preference for physical protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions in Caenorhabditis elegans (left) and Arabidopsis thaliana
(right). Enrichment (Z-score and associated P-value corrected for multiple hypothesis testing) of the comparison of the observed number of interactions
within and between age groups in the real networks versus the expected number in 1000 randomized networks with the same age distribution. In the
protein–DNA networks, the regulatory TFs are on the vertical and the target genes are on the horizontal axis.
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Interaction age preference of motifs and modules
Since motifs are considered to be small building blocks of
networks, we investigated how novel genes are incorporated
in integrated GRNs at the motif level. Therefore, motifs
were divided into 13 motif age types based on the age pat-
tern of the different node positions: either all nodes are of
the same phylostratum (SSS, S = Same), there are two age
groups in the motif (Y = Young and O = Old) or they are
all from a different phylostratum (Y = Young, M = Middle
and O = Old). Motifs with internal symmetry (e.g.: PPP,
DDP) were sorted according to decreasing age to remove
overlap between the motif age types. We calculated motif
age preference by comparison of the observedmotif age pat-
terns to the expected patterns by permuting each of the three
node positions with preserved age distribution per node
(‘Materials andMethods’ section and Supplementary Table
S16). For the complex motifs, we observed a strong prefer-
ence to be age homogeneous in both species, especially inA.
thaliana (Figure 9A). Also inC. elegans, at least one edge in
the complex motifs is between proteins of similar age. Simi-
larly, the CORmotifs tended to be completely age homoge-
neous (SSS-type) or of the OYY/YOO-type, where the tar-
geted nodes are of similar age and interact undirectedly. In
addition to the preferentially age homogeneous type (SSS-
type), both the plant and wormCOPmotifs were composed
of the YYO age type, where two younger TFs of the same
age interact and target a gene of a different phylostratum.
In addition, we observed a strong enrichment for the OYM
age type in plant COP motifs, where a physical bound be-
tween an old and young TF regulates a middle-aged target
gene. The feed-forward loops (FFL) showed the strongest
preference to be age heterogeneous: OYMwas the strongest
age motif type enriched in both species, followed by YOO
and MOY in plant, and by SSS, MOY and YYO in worm.
Hence, novel genes are incorporated at every position in the
FFL. CIR motifs were preferential age homogeneous in C.
elegans or of the heterogeneous OMY-type in both species.
The FB2U motifs followed mostly the same trends as the
complex motifs while the FBU motifs were similar to the
FFL motifs. This can be explained by the overlap between
these motif types (Supplementary Figure S5). InC. elegans,
almost all motifs displayed enrichment in the homogeneous
motif age type due to the dominance of the Eumetazoa
interactions, e.g. the DDD motif consists out of 23% Eu-
metazoa SSS type and only 0.67% other SSS-type motifs.
Overall, we observed that undirected interactions in motifs
tended to be age homogeneous, while directed interactions
in motifs preferred to be age heterogeneous.
Several of the observed motif age types can originate
from gene duplication. To investigate the contribution of
duplicates to motif formation, we first looked at the number
of motifs consisting out of at least one pair of homologs.
We observed that homologous genes only appeared in at
most 2 and 1% of motifs excluding H interactions in C. el-
egans and A. thaliana, respectively (Supplementary Table
S17 and 18). They appeared together in up to 6% of all
DdD, DDD, DDP, DPD, DPP, PDD and PPP motifs in
both species. Secondly, we compared the number of genes
with H interactions in the complete interaction set versus in
themotifs (Supplementary Table S19). For protein–protein,
regulatory and genetic interactions, we found no preferen-
tial motif formation of genes with homologous interactions
in both species. For protein–DNA interactions, we found
that genes with homologous interactions contribute more
to motif formation in A. thaliana than expected.
Different network motifs have specific evolutionary age
types associated. To investigate whether the preferred age
patterns in the motifs are also preferentially incorporated
into the modules upon motif clustering, we compared the
set of clustered motifs to the full set of motifs (Figure 9C).
In both species, we found in the COMc, COPc, CORc and
FFLc modules a strong correspondence between the over-
representedmotif age types in their underlying networkmo-
tifs and those that are clustered in their modules. In the
CIRc and A. thaliana FBUc modules, we observed no real
preference of clustering because almost all motifs are clus-
tered within the modules. In FB2Uc and C. elegans FBUc
modules, age heterogeneous motif types are preferentially
incorporated. The age homogeneous motif types SSS in C.
elegans are less clustered than expected in almost all mod-
ules. This might be explained by the over-representation of
age homogeneous motif types from the Eukaryota and Eu-
metazoa.Overall, we observed that the over-represented age
motif types clustered more than the other types in the mod-
ules i.e. we observed similar patterns in Figure 9C as com-
pared to Figure 9B.
The evolutionary age groups contributed differently to
the modules. Modules were mostly composed of genes from
the evolutionary age groups containing the most genes i.e.
Eukaryota, Eumetazoa and Caenorhabditis in worm, and
Green and Land plants in plant (Supplementary Figure
S14A and B). Hence, especially in A. thaliana, younger
genes were more inclined to attach to modules mostly com-
posed out of older genes instead of forming modules on
their own. Looking at the individual module types we noted
that there are COMc modules that are age homogeneous
in the older groups, Green and Land plants in A. thaliana
and Eukaryota and Eumetazoa in C. elegans (Supplemen-
tary Figure S14C andD). In the othermodules, there is little
contribution of the other younger age groups. Age homo-
geneous modules with directed interactions are less abun-
dant and appeared within the oldest group of A. thaliana
i.e. Green and Land plants and within the Eumetazoa in C.
elegans. This is in agreement with the preferential clustering
of more age heterogeneous motifs in these regulatory mod-
ules (Figure 9C).
Atha COMc 48, already discussed above, is a prime ex-
ample of how innovation is introduced in GRNs (Fig-
ure 10). Indolic glucosinolate biosynthesis originated in
the Land plants, and therefore the indolic glucosinolate
biosynthesis TFs (MYB51 andMYB34) belong to the Land
plants phylostratum. Together with the JAZ-interacting ba-
sic helix-loop-helix TFs MYC2, MYC3 and MYC4, they
form heterodimer TFs that transcriptionally activate glu-
cosinolate biosynthesis genes. FromBrassicales on, not only
indolic, but also aliphatic glucosinolates appeared as sec-
ondary metabolites (131). Therefore, the aliphatic glucosi-
nolate biosynthesis TFs (MYB28, MYB29 and MYB76),
which belong to the Brassicales phylostratum, were intro-
duced in the GRNs through interactions with the MYC
TFs.
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Figure 9. (A) The different motif age types (B) Motif age preference. Statistical significance (empirical Z-score) of the observed age patterns in motifs
compared to the patterns expected by random. Due to symmetry, not every pattern is present in all motifs (blank squares). The symmetric motif age types
were sorted form old to young age. Only motifs with at least one significant age type after multiple hypothesis correction (Benjamini–Hochberg, P value <
0.05) are shown in the picture, the full table can be found in Supplementary Table S16. (C) Module age preference. Preferential age patterns of the motifs
clustered in network motif modules. The value represents the percentage of motifs with each age pattern that are clustered, subtracted by the percentage
of a certain age pattern in all the motifs belonging to that module type. The squares are colored according to the significance of this value (hypergeometric
test with multiple hypothesis correction according to Benjamini–Hochberg). Due to symmetry, not every pattern is present in all motifs (blank squares).
The symmetric motif age types were sorted form old to young age.
DISCUSSION
Data integration through network motif modules
Since different molecular interaction types influence gene
regulation, we developed a general data integration frame-
work to study integrated GRNs of directed protein–DNA,
transcription regulatory, miRNA–mRNA interactions and
undirected protein–protein, genetic and homologous inter-
actions. Our data integration framework of composite net-
work motif modules is unbiased, since it does not favor
any interaction type or experimental methodology over the
other, and preserves the identity of the interaction type
as compared to other data integration methodologies that
benchmark using true positive data sets, Gene Ontology or
KEGG (132–134). The integration of complementary data
types through two- and three-node motifs provides useful
insights in the study of gene regulation and in GRN evolu-
tion. Motifs, like the well-described FFL, connect the regu-
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Figure 10. Atha COMc 48 colored according to evolutionary age with
genes originating at the Brassicales age group in dark green, while older
genes are in light green (Functional interpretation and superview of mod-
ule can be found in Figure 6C). The aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis
TFs (MYB28,MYB29 andMYB76) find their origin in the Brassicales age
group (R2D3-MYB subgroup 12), while the indolic glucosinolate biosyn-
thesis TFs (MYB51 and MYB34) and MYC TFs (MYC2, MYC3 and
MYC4) have their origin in the Land plants. This is consistent with the
observation that aliphatic glucosinolates are only found within the Brassi-
cales plant lineage.
latory levels (transcriptional and post-transcriptional) and
integrate the directed and undirected interactions into easy
interpretable patterns of gene regulation. Also, the incor-
poration of homologous interactions in motifs provides in-
sights in howmotifs and networks are formed by evolution.
Next to the already integrated interactions, the network
could still be expanded with epigenetic regulation and post-
translational modifications, which are also known to affect
gene regulation (24,135), or with more data alltogether.
Contrary to previous data integration studies (22), we
also highlighted the effects of combining different exper-
imental methodologies in the protein–protein interaction
networks (Supplementary Figure S8) and in the protein–
DNA interaction networks (Supplementary Figure S9 and
Table S3). One advantage is that different methodologies
are complementary for a given data type and provide a
more holistic view on gene regulation. For example, the in-
tegration of Y1H and ChIP data created extra CIR motifs
(DdD, DmD) in the worm networks, indicating that there
is possibly condition-dependent feedback regulation at the
transcriptional and post-transcriptional level. Although we
barely detected the two-node miRNA-TF feedback loop in
the networks, which is contrasting to other studies that used
lower computational cut-offs on miRNA–mRNA interac-
tion predictions (10), we found the three-node miRNA-TF
feedback DmD in the Y1H and in the combined Y1H and
ChIP networks of worm. Hence, an intermediate regula-
tory TF confers the feedback of a TF to the miRNA it is
regulated by. The joining together of different experimen-
tal methodologies also poses some challenges, as demon-
strated by the biases introduced in network randomization
and hence network motif enrichment. The best-known mo-
tif in GRNs, the FFL/DDD (113), despite its abundance in
both species and its important regulatory characteristics, is
not found to be enriched in the integrated GRNs of both
species, and only in the ChIP data of both species, as has
been observed previously (22). We also noted other differ-
ences in networkmotif enrichment betweenY1H, ChIP and
the combined data (Supplementary Data). We hypothesize
that this different network motif enrichment can be mainly
attributed to the edge swapping randomization of the net-
works, which has drawn criticism before (136–138). Edge
swapping randomization while preserving the degree distri-
bution limits the randomization options for hubs and this
affects the experimental methodologies differently. Since
Y1H and ChIP data generate a different network topology
with respectively 1–3 times more regulators than targets in
Y1H and 5–20 times more targets than regulators in ChIP;
more target gene versus regulator hubs, a higher clustering
coefficient and a higher overall centrality for Y1H as com-
pared to ChIP, this results in different randomized networks
and therefore different network motif enrichment (see Sup-
plementary Data). As network motif enrichment is highly
sensitive to experimental methodology, network topology
and randomization, we recommend to study network motif
presence and aggregation into modules.
Overall, we found the same three-node motif types in
both species. COM, COP, COR, FFL and FB2U motifs
were already detected previously (15,20,22,31), addition-
ally we detected the CIR motif where three regulators act
upon each other through a feedback loop and the FBU
motif where feedback to a linear path of directed edges is
provided by an undirected interaction (Figure 3). In both
species, both network motifs at the transcriptional level
largely overlapped with the FFL DDD (Supplementary
Figure S5), indicating that intricate regulation between TFs
occurs through feedback loops consisting of both transcrip-
tion regulatory and physical protein–protein interactions.
As we also incorporated miRNA–mRNA interactions, we
also found the miRNA-mediated FFL (MMD) and the TF-
mediated miRNA FFL (DDM) at the post-transcriptional
level (10,21–23).
Although network motifs are basic building blocks of
GRNs, several studies have pointed out that aggregation
of motifs into larger modules occurs naturally and might
be more important to consider, not only from a topolog-
ically point of view, but also functionally and evolution-
ary (28,29,32,33). The module level is also claimed to be
the most conserved one across species (139). Therefore,
our data integration framework focused on network motif
modules. We were able to detect topological organizations
of integrated GRNS which are similar in C. elegans and
A. thaliana. The network motif modules, COMc, COPc,
CORc, FFLc and FB2Uc have been described in yeast and
were previously detected either based on visual inspection
(31), or by statistical analysis (32). Here, we confirmed these
network motif modules in worm and plant and expanded
them with the CIRc and FBUc modules (Figure 3). In ad-
dition, we also extended the interaction set by integrat-
ing miRNA–mRNA, regulatory and homologuous interac-
tions. Next to this, we showed that the aggregation of dif-
ferent composite networkmotifs (ALLc) can provide useful
functional insights (Figure 5). The fact that these network
motif modules are detected in two unrelated species, and
comparable patterns have been detected in yeast (31,32),
suggests that these topological patterns might be universal
throughout GRNs in all species. The network motif mod-
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ules can be linked to specific functions in GRNs and by
integrating gene expression data, we revealed the dynam-
ics of these network motif modules during development
or upon stress. Through the superview analysis, in which
we connected the different network motif modules with
one another and with regulators, we discovered novel func-
tional and regulatory relations betweenmodules in the inte-
grated GRNs context. This really demonstrated the power
of our data-integration framework, since genes and regula-
tors were found to be interacting in novel, previously un-
studied, biological contexts. Higher-order organization like
these networkmotifmodules has also been observed in non-
molecular and non-biological networks (33). Here, we have
provided a framework to study integrated GRNs in higher
eukaryotes through network motif modules.
Evolution of integrated GRNs
In this study, we used phylogenetic decomposition to study
the evolution of integrated GRNs and the incorporation
of novel genes (35). The resolution of the age group split
is dependent on the availability of genome information of
the different taxa. For A. thaliana we are able to get a re-
fined classification supported by multiple species in most
age groups starting off from the Green Plants for almost
all protein-coding genes in the integrated GRNs (Sup-
plementary Figure S12) (108). However, some important
taxonomic groups lack a representative with a sequenced
genome e.g. ferns. ForC. elegans, the availability of genomes
in ‘more distant’ taxonomic groups is much sparser, which
results in larger gaps between the different age groups (Sup-
plementary Figure S12). However, for C. elegans the phylo-
genetic composition goes all the way down to Cellular Or-
ganisms i.e. Bacteria. Furthermore, only 61% of all protein-
coding genes in the integrated GRNs of C. elegans could
be classified in evolutionary age groups. Hence, the study
of the evolution of the worm integrated GRNs is on only
part of the networks.We found the interactions to bemainly
distributed over the age groups containing the most genes,
which included the oldest age groups in both species.
Several methods have been used to investigate interac-
tion age preference in biological networks. One of the first
studies characterized the age-dependent evolution of yeast
protein–protein interaction networks based on the interac-
tion density of the networks, which measures the numbers
of observed over expected edges between nodes of paired
age groups, normalized for the size of the network (42) (Sup-
plementary Data). The interaction density is an intrinsic
property of biological networks, but in order to infer pref-
erence patterns a comparison to randomized networks with
conserved degree distribution and conserved age distribu-
tion, is needed (36). Other studies compared the observed
number of interactions in the actual networks to the ex-
pected number to occur by chance in random networks that
preserve the degree distribution of each age group (38,40).
An intuitive view on interaction age preference is obtained
by counting the edges between nodes of paired age groups
and comparing these numbers to the ones obtained by per-
mutation analysis of the gene-evolutionary age group as-
signments (39). In order to accurately investigate interac-
tion age preference, we applied several of the above de-
scribed computational approaches and we largely obtained
similar results using different measures (count analysis in
‘Results’ section and interaction density analysis in Supple-
mentary Data), as has been observed previously for undi-
rected interactions. In this respect, the preferential interac-
tion between proteins of similar age was demonstrated in
protein–protein interaction networks in yeast (40) and hu-
man (36) and for coexpression networks in A. thaliana (39).
However, these studies mostly used a limited number of age
groups and only one type of interaction network. Using
detailed phylogenetic decomposition, we showed that for
undirected protein–protein interactions inC. elegans andA.
thaliana, while the majority of interactions is between older
and younger genes (Figure 7), genes preferentially interact
with genes of a similar age (Figure 8). Similar results are ob-
tained for all undirected interactions inC. elegans, hence in-
cluding genetic interactions. Interactions between paralogs
can only partially account for the age-dependency in the
undirected networks. Overall, we can conclude that func-
tional interactions tend to occur between proteins of similar
evolutionary age. This indicates that introduction of a novel
biological function involved the integration of a set of inter-
acting genes in the GRNs. We expanded the interaction age
preference to directed interactions (protein–DNA and reg-
ulatory) in both species. However, we have to take the dis-
tribution of TFs over the different age groups into account
upon interpreting the results. In C. elegans, the TFs distri-
bution over the age groups is shifted toward the Eumeta-
zoa, which has more than half of the studied TFs (Supple-
mentary Table S14). Younger TFs in A. thaliana are scarce
and lack interaction data; in the Rosids and A. thaliana
age group even no TFs were studied (Supplementary Table
S15). With these limitations in mind, we found that regula-
toryTFs favored older or same age target genes. Contrary to
undirected interactions, directed interactions seem to cross
the age groups as is also observed on the motif and mod-
ule level. We also found that interactions with experimental
binding data (physical protein–protein and protein–DNA
interactions) are generally age homogeneous, while interac-
tion types that can also be indirect (genetic and regulatory)
do not show any preferential age homogeneity. Our findings
correspond to the observation that in the course of evolu-
tion of a GRN regulatory interactions are acquired much
faster than protein–protein and genetic interactions (140).
Different mechanistic models have been introduced to
explain the evolution of biological networks, especially
protein–protein interaction networks. In the ‘preferential
attachment’ model, new proteins preferentially attach to
highly connected nodes (141). The ‘duplication and diver-
gence’ model states that new proteins originated through
duplication, initially connect to all the neighbors of the
node that has been duplicated and that connections di-
verge over time (142). However, these models are not able to
mimic the high modularity and the homogeneous age pref-
erence of protein interactions. In the ‘crystal growth’ model,
the network grows by anchoring and extension, where a
node increases its degree either by becoming a new module
(anchoring) or by extending an existing module (42). This
model incorporates the tendency of protein–protein inter-
actions to interact within the same age group, the central
aggregation of older subunits and the peripheral scatter-
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ing of younger subunits and hence corresponds with our
findings at the interaction level. The most recent model
for protein–protein interaction evolution that mimics real
protein–protein interaction networks the best, is the ‘net-
work motif ’ model, which is based upon the fact that net-
work motifs or protein clusters are incorporated into the
network instead of single proteins (43). It was confirmed
in a yeast protein–protein interaction network that proteins
of the same age class tend to form motifs, are densely in-
terconnected, co-evolve, share the same biological function
and tend to be within protein complexes (41). Similar to
the network motif model, motifs were also used as building
blocks to model transcriptional networks in bacteria (143).
In accordance with these models, we looked into age pat-
terns in the network motifs and network motif modules to
get insight in the evolutionary mechanisms for GRN for-
mation (Figure 9). Our age preference analysis at the mo-
tif and module levels indicated a strong age homogene-
ity preference for COM motifs and COMc modules and
a strong age heterogeneity preference for FFL motifs and
FFLc modules, especially in A. thaliana, which is in agree-
ment with our results on interaction age preference of undi-
rected and directed interactions, respectively. In C. elegans
this is only partially true, since here we found COM mo-
tifs with at least one age homogeneous interaction more in
COMc modules, while age homogeneous COM motifs are
less clustered and we did find an over-representation of age
homogeneous FFLmotifs as well. This can be explained by
the dominance of the Eumetazoa andEukaryota age groups
in the C. elegans interactions, motifs and modules. Over-
all, we found the over-represented age types in de motifs
to be more incorporated in the modules. Compared to the
other module types, the COMcmodules were more inclined
to comprise a single age group in both species (Supplemen-
tary Figure S14). However, modules were mostly composed
out of genes from the evolutionary age groups containing
the most genes i.e. Eukaryota, Eumetazoa and Caenorhab-
ditis in worm, and Green and Land plants in plant. Hence,
they mostly consisted of older genes and only had a smaller
fraction of younger genes. This hints to the fact that the
younger genes likely attach to the older core of the network
during GRN evolution. Taking into account our results at
interaction, motif and module level, we postulate that novel
genes attach together to the GRNs in a specific biological
functional context, regulated by one or more TFs that also
target older genes in the GRNs. Hence, for the undirected
interactions, this is in accordance with the ‘network motif ’
model (43), although single genes might accompany the ad-
dition of network motifs and modules in GRN formation
over evolutionary time, as low-connected genes are missed
through data-integration based on network motifs or net-
work motif modules. Despite the fact that these networks
are far from complete, we hypothesize that the observations
we make for the older age groups, which are already well
represented in the networks, will remain. In addition, we ob-
tained for the evolutionary analysis of the protein–protein
interaction networks similar results as the coexpression net-
works of Ruprecht et al. (39), which are genome-wide and
hence more complete.
Influence of gene duplication on network evolution
InC. elegans, SSDmake up the biggest portion of the dupli-
cates. These are frequently partial or lack the original regu-
latory sequences (44). InA. thaliana,WGDare the source of
many duplicates, next to SSDs (45). A particular difference
between integrated GRNs in A. thaliana and C. elegans is
that homologous plant TFs targeting the same genes tend
to physically interact more both through protein–protein
and protein–DNA interactions, but homologous interac-
tions between TFs occur more than seven times more in
plant than worm. The faster divergence of genes after SSD
in terms of divergences of sequence (49), expression (50),
protein interaction partners (51) and regulatory connec-
tions (52) makes that homologous relations between TFs
in C. elegans are no longer detected.
The differences in divergence between SSD and WGD
also have an influence on the age groups classification of
genes since they are categorised on the oldest occurring
species in the gene family or with a shared ortholog. WGD-
duplicates tend to stay within the same gene families, fur-
ther expanding them, while the faster divergence of SSD-
duplicates allows them to create novel gene families. This
potentially explains why there is a much higher number of
older genes inA. thaliana and why there are also more genes
in the younger groups of C. elegans than in A. thaliana:
14% of the A. thaliana genes originated after the Brassi-
cales split off (estimated 68 MYA ago) compared to 29%,
after C. elegans diverged from other Caenorhabditis worms
(estimated 60 MYA ago). This is reflected in the numbers
of TFs in both species’ age groups: 14% of worm TFs be-
long to Caenorhabditis or younger age groups, while only
2% of plant TFs are associated to Brassicales or younger
age groups (Supplementary Table S14 and 15). TFs expand
through duplication, often WGD, and are retained for long
periods after duplication (48,144,145). InC. elegans, the TF
age distribution is diverse, which links with the fast evolu-
tion in sequence and function, and often loss probably be-
cause of dosage balance reasons, after SSD (145,146). Still
despite these differences it leads to an interaction pattern
with no single preferential age group but its own in the undi-
rected networks of both species.
Motifs can originate from duplication of genes. In both
species we see an overlap between HPP/PPP motifs, which
hints to the contribution of duplication on complex motif
formation. Since this overlap is only for a very small frac-
tion of the total amount of PPP motifs, we exclude that du-
plication is a major creator of motifs but still on the cluster
level this overlap gives rise to star like modules around a ho-
molog pair (e.g. Cele COMc 70, Figure 3). The influence of
duplication on networkmotif formation is visible within the
motifs with directed interactions in A. thaliana. Similar re-
sults were obtained for genes after WGD in yeast (147). For
motifs containing protein–DNA interactions, we found that
homologs contributemore tomotif formation inA. thaliana
than expected by chance. Likewise, we found a large over-
lap between HDD/DDD and HDD/PDD motifs in Ara-
bidopsis and not in C. elegans. Homologous interactions
betweenTFs and the overlap betweenmotifs can explain the
over-representation of certain age patterns in motifs. In A.
thaliana the COPmotifs are preferential of theYYO/OYM-
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type, where two younger TFs of the same age or an old and
young TF interact and target a gene of a different age group.
In the context of duplication, this could be seen as a homod-
imer (YYO) which becomes a heterodimer after divergence
(OYM). This explains the overlap between both motif types
HDD/PDD. The FFL motif DDD turned out to be pref-
erential age heterogeneous, OYM in both species, followed
by YOO and MOY in plant, and by SSS, MOY and YYO
in worm. This shows that novel genes are incorporated at
every position in the FFL, but also that additional regula-
tory layers could be generated by the doubling of one of the
TFs and the gain of a regulatory interaction. The gain of
regulatory layers shows that evolution increases the com-
plexity of GRNs, which allows adaptation and more spe-
cific regulation of downstream processes (140). This is in
correspondence with the fact that novel TFs show a higher
target binding specificity in A. thaliana as compared to TFs
of ancient families (148). In C. elegans, we detected over-
lap between HMM/GMM, which shows that miRNAs of
the same family often are genetically linked and overlap
between DDH/DDP/DDGmotifs, which represents inter-
acting duplicate targets through either genetic or protein–
protein interactions.
In summary, we report the presence and biological rele-
vance of network motif and network motif modules in the
integrated GRNs ofC. elegans andA. thaliana. These topo-
logical patterns are potentially universal in networks of gene
regulation. Depending on the interaction type being func-
tional or regulatory, we find different interaction age prefer-
ences in GRN evolution, which are similar in both species.
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